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‘Over what crinoline should these charming
jupons be worn?’: Thomson’s Survival Strategy

During the Decline of Crinoline

By L-C W

Crinolines were arguably the first industrial fashion, mass-produced in factories and using
the latest steel-making techniques. This article hypothesises on the strategies of leading
manufacturer W. S. Thomson, particularly as the crinoline subsided out of fashion during
1866–74. Thomson attracted women with new products such as the batswing skirt, and sold
them a narrowed crinoline as an integral part of the look. Thomson advertised regularly
in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine during this time, and was frequently
recommended in the editorial columns. This article constructs a narrative of events based on
a single primary source, and poses the questions raised by that source.

The dearth of information about W. S. Thomson is remarkable. His company
was one of the most prolific crinoline manufacturers of the nineteenth century.
This article attempts to piece together Thomson’s strategy during the decline of
crinoline, between about 1867 and 1874. It describes in particular how Thomson
introduced a woollen skirt, the batswing, which required a small crinoline to
be worn underneath. It draws on a primary source that regularly mentioned
Thomson: the magazine, specifically The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine
(hereafter the EDM) from 1862 to 1874. Although the scope of the project was
limited to one magazine, a complete set was available to provide an unbroken
narrative.1

This article is rooted in my previous research into a surviving Thomson
crinoline that is largely constructed with vertical textile tapes and horizontal metal
wires.2 Printed inside the waistband is the inscription ‘T’ “P.”
N. 371’, and a crown labelled ‘T M’. The Princess offers some intrinsic
evidence of mass production. For example, the wire is passed through channels that
have been woven in across the tape by halving the warp and inserting double weft.
Only one in every three channels is used, the others appearing flat and
undisturbed, which suggests that the tape was produced in large quantities for
use on various models of crinoline. I also examined other surviving examples, or
photographs or drawings, of wire and tape and fabric crinolines. Wherever possible
I compared measurements. I read of those made of cheap cane, or netted thread, or
fabric stiffened with horsehair (the original crin au lin). I saw advertisements for
rubber hoops (recommended for the seaside as they did not rust).3 These crinolines
in different materials came from a wide range of manufacturers. The fluctuation of
the fashionable shape can be summarised as follows: the crinolines of the 1850s
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added fullness evenly around the skirt; around 1860 the front flattened but the back
continued to expand. In the late 1860s the crinoline subsided, and volume became
concentrated at the top back of the skirt in the form of the bustle. A crinoline was
sometimes worn under the bustle in the early 1870s, but it was of a much narrower
shape than previously. With this comparative work, I tentatively dated the Princess
at around 1870–72, when the crinoline was passing out of fashion. The Princess’s
dimensions are closest to later examples, with a hem circumference of around 78 in.
This contrasts with a Prize Medal of 1864–67 at 116 in., or a paper pattern of 1862
at 126 in.4 I did not see the Princess in any advertisements, but Thomson’s Bijou
Princess crinolette is illustrated in the EDM of October 1873.5

The necessity for this object-based approach was compounded by the fact
that I could find no biographical details at all about W. S. Thomson the man,
beyond the facts that he was American, and that he filed several patents for cage
crinolines during the second half of the 1850s, in Great Britain, France and the
USA. Hundreds of such patents were being filed around that time, but Thomson
actually put his ideas into mass production. The EDM places him at Cheapside in
1874, but provides few other clues about the company (apart from what
the products suggest).6 From other sources, I traced the following well-known
account back to 1943, within an article that, maddeningly, has no references:

The largest firm of crinoline-manufacturers was that of Thomsons’ [sic] in London, which
had branches in New York, Paris, and Brussels, as well as others in Saxony and Bohemia.
The London factory alone employed over a thousand women, and turned out between three
and four thousand crinolines daily. The number of hooks and eyes required amounted to a
quarter of a million a day. In twelve years the branch in Saxony alone manufactured
9,597,600 crinolines. The quantities of material required for such an enormous output may
be gathered from the fact that the steel wire for the frames of all these skirts amounted to
many times the circumference of the earth.7

How might such momentum be redirected when demand for its end-product
ceases? That was the question facing Thomson and his competitors. The scale of
the industry is suggested by the fact that amid the welter of dressmaking patterns in
the EDM, I saw only one for a crinoline.8 Factory-made crinolines appear to have
been the norm. The cage crinoline has been interpreted by historians as the first
industrial, affordable fashion, thanks to advances in making suitable steels.9 In 1857,
The Times reported that ‘a firm in Sheffield has taken an order for 40 tons of rolled
steel for Crinoline, and a foreign order has been given for one ton a-week for several
weeks’.10 By 1862, 130–150 tons of steel were being consumed weekly by the
crinoline trade, or roughly one-seventh of the weekly output of steel in Sheffield.11
In 1865, Henry Mayhew noted that:

It may be safely calculated that every female in the kingdom possesses two sets of hoops.
[. . .] Crinoline has become a vast commercial interest. [. . .] It extends itself to the forge, the
factory and the mine. At this moment and at any moment throughout the year, men and
boys are toiling in the bowels of the earth to obtain the ore of iron which fire and furnace
and steam will in due time, by many elaborate processes, convert into steel for petticoats.12

What is odd about this massive consumption of steel is how little it is documented
in general histories. Two histories of the British steel industry, published in the
1960s, do not mention crinolines once.13 More recent work from another angle also
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indicates this gap. Andrew Godley has demonstrated that the sewing machine is not
the complete explanation for the high annual growth rate of labour productivity in
the UK clothing industry during 1855–71. Sewing machine sales were still quite low
in the 1850s and 1860s. He does not offer another explanation for this high growth
in productivity, and again, crinolines are not mentioned.14 Yet those seventeen years
precisely coincide with crinoline’s boom.

Advertisers of the 1860s readily acknowledged the co-operation between the steel
and clothing industries. Even as the fashion for crinoline waned at the end
of the decade, developments to the steel wires continued.15 Twin steels were
available for machine-stitching onto skirts to customise their shape.16 Steel was
still being used in corsets, bustles and crinolettes. Thomson regularly advertised the
‘unbreakable’ corset busk, that ‘greatly reduces the risk of fracture, while
permitting the use of most highly-tempered Steel’.17 By 1873, the steel industry
appears to have been successfully selling to other areas of the clothing industry. In
the October issue of the EDM, the regular columns — ‘Spinnings in Town’
by ‘Silkworm’ and ‘The October Fashions’ — agree that steel ornaments and
trimmings, in a range of finishes, are ‘quite the rage’.18

At the height of their popularity, crinolines were widely worn and widely
ridiculed. Punch suggested that fashion and satire had attained a symbiotic
relationship, become a reciprocal creative force.19 Men may scoff at crinoline,
claimed the article, but were not persuading their female relatives to abandon
it. Some human instinct for display was being fulfilled. This article refers to
‘integuments’ — a striking term for crinolines, as it usually applies to natural
coverings such as skin, husk or rind. The implication is that crinolines are an
integral part of a woman, a protective and showy covering.20 The Punch article was
quoted in the EDM, so was clearly expected to appeal to women as well as men.
Such cheerfulness offers an interesting contrast with modern references to the
crinoline as a ‘cage’.21

Because the crinoline supported skirts so much more effectively than
petticoats, the fashion for fullness could be pushed out to a new extreme. Breward
suggests that this artificiality reached its apex with the gored skirt, where all of
the fullness was created by a metal support and none at all by fabric.22
Protecting those enormous skirts from the dirt was attempted by leather
petticoats and hem guards. Hoisting the skirt up was another option, using either
an integral arrangement of tape or a porte-jupe.23 Underskirts were on show. Worn
on top of the crinoline, their primary function was to disguise the shape of the
hoops, but by 1863 it was ‘absolutely necessary that they should be tastily got up’.
The EDM started to describe these underskirts in some detail. ‘The inevitable
flutings’, achieved by gauffering (crimping) after each wash, were reportedly a very
popular trim that February, and linsey is considered a particularly practical
fabric because it can be brushed clean.24 Looping up the skirt, a practice born
of necessity, became an established fashion, the new method of creating
shape and fullness as the crinoline subsided in the late 1860s. The narrowing
underskirts were a foil for the increasingly ornate folds of the ‘Pompadour’
overskirt.
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Although the EDM carried advertisements and articles relating to the crinoline
from 1856 onwards, I could find no mention of Thomson until the issue of
August 1862.25 Thomson’s advertisements consistently urge consumers to check
crinolines for its trademark: a crown, with its associations of pride, loyalty,
opulence, quintessence, supremacy. There is no mention of any actual royal
endorsement. More quantifiable status came with an award of ‘the only Prize Medal
for Crinolines’ at the International Exhibition of 1862 in London. Thomson named
one of its crinolines the ‘Prize Medal’, and advertisements of around 1862–64 often
include a sketch of a medal.

Thomson’s competitors included Carter’s Crinoline Warehouse, Hubbell, E.
Philpott and Addley Bourne. In 1864 Hubbell and Philpott were both advertising
the Ondina (waved hoops) and the Sansflectum (rubber hoops). By April 1865,
Philpott had been taken over by Addley Bourne, which was retailing Thomson’s
crinolines as part of its range. All their advertisements carried drawings of
different crinolines, and some had sketches of fully clad ladies to show the effects
created, but at no time did I see a picture of a lady wearing an uncovered
crinoline (unlike cartoons). Badges of public approval such as crowns and medals
— power rather than sex — were used to attract customers.

In March 1865, Thomson extended its exposure in the EDM, to be featured in
the two hand-painted colour plates supplied with each issue (see Col. Pl. III). Even
if the ladies in the plates were sketched from life, there is no way of knowing
whether or not they were wearing Thomson’s crinolines under their skirts. Yet
Thomson continued to be mentioned on the colour plates until May 1866
inclusive. It is a clever tactic. While using its own advertisements to emphasise
integrity and quality, Thomson was here getting its name associated with Parisian
style. Mass production and haute couture were appearing together, much as the
EDM itself trod a fine line between social aspiration and social exclusivity.
Thomson was able to exploit this advantageous position when the fashionable
crinoline began to subside.

Some modern accounts suggest that the crinoline abruptly vanished in the
winter of 1867–68, and certainly Punch was carrying cartoons of their use as
gardening frames in early 1868.26 However, I would argue that the subsidence
began earlier than that and happened more gradually. The plate for March 1866
suggests an emerging Parisian interest in the sculptural possibilities of fabric
(Col. Pl. IV). The grey skirt is looking less solid, its folds deeper, than those of the
previous year, and the purple overskirt is puffed.

Crinoline manufacturers were swift to make alterations in response to this new
trend. Many existing models were adapted, to produce the Demi-Sansflectum, the
Prize Medal Plastique, the Demi-Ondina Jupon. As early as April 1866, Addley
Bourne advertised ‘The Pompadour Crinoline’ without steel.

When on the figure, [it] falls into such a variety of graceful forms that the dress is
compelled to take an elegant negligence, and to assume those deep and rich folds in which
artists so much delight.27

Addley Bourne also offered the Gemma, or Jewelled Jupon ‘in choices of
circumferences and of number of hoops’, along with a full description of its
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eight varieties of crinoline ‘with Remarks on the Changes of Taste’ and advice on
choosing a crinoline to suit particular figures. To enable a consumer to personalise
her choice as much as possible would seem to be a wise strategy, at a time of
uncertainty over what would replace the almighty crinoline. But then, perhaps,
Addley Bourne decided that it could no longer compete with Thomson. In July
1867 it placed a full-page advertisement for a £20 trousseau, and continued
thereafter to focus on underwear and baby goods, only offering crinolines in small
print and at low prices.28

Thomson ceased to be credited on the coloured plates in June 1866. It
published two small advertisements that contributed to the debate (see Fig. 1), and
then, in March 1867, posted a larger advertisement for a Prize Medal, ‘adapted to
present fashions’. That was Thomson’s last direct advertisement in the EDM for
over a year. I speculate that having provided its customers with a suitable stopgap,
Thomson retreated, in order to regroup and redesign.

The November and March issues of the EDM support the assertion that
crinolines were redesigned rather than rejected during the winter of 1867–68:
Of crinolines there is a complete assortment, for crinolines, though now reduced to small
proportions, do not appear likely to be discarded this winter.29
Crinolines, far from being left off, have merely changed their shape; they are plain in front,
but puffed out on either side so as to remind one strongly of the hoops or panniers of the last
century.30

On an individual level, of course, women would have been discarding and
leaving off their crinolines, in order to replace them with the smaller ones that
manufacturers were offering. I saw no mention of altering readymade crinolines.

F. 1. Thomson discreetly keeps its
name in the public eye, advertising in

The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine,
vol. 11, no. 76 (August 1866) and 3,

no. 81 (January 1867)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-000.jpg&w=181&h=86
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The remainder of this article draws heavily on the fashion reportage in the EDM,
a methodology complicated by the fact that I do not know the terms of the relati-
onship between Thomson and the EDM editorial team. For example, is
Silkworm reporting a trend or is she seeking to create one — or to maintain one, in
the case of crinoline? How much obligation is she under to produce ‘advertorial’?
She tends to enthuse about the products of selected companies, rather than assess-
ing the similar products of diverse companies. Whatever the truth, it is fair to say
that repeatedly, the columnists raised the question of whether crinoline was over,
and concluded that it was not. In September 1870, for example, the EDM wrote off
steel in jupons, but in October recommended the panier crinoline which did have
steels, as well as Thomson crinolines in general, ‘new in shape if not in material’.31
How much influence Thomson had on such inconsistencies is a matter for further
research.

In 1868, ‘The October Fashions’ reported that, ‘Even those persons who avoid all
exaggeration in fashion, and resist its innovations as long as possible, wear two
skirts to their dress’ with the upper skirt shortened to reveal the underskirt.32 At this
point Thomson introduced the batswing underskirt. It was made of light, thick,
Australian wool, without seams or hoops, and was designed to fit and mould
over a crinoline and prevent its outlines from being seen. It was initially available
in grey, scarlet, violet or blue, and other colours were soon added to the range.
Most excitingly, it could be customised. ‘The plain ones can be braided by
ladies who possess sewing machines, the material being so soft as to offer no
resistance to the needle.’ A reversible version was available, whereby ‘two distinct
petticoats are obtained for little more than the price of one’.33 They were also
available with embroidered, appliquéd, embossed or printed decoration. Designs
of flowers, foliage, stars, scrolls, diamonds, ovals, tartan, lines and bands all
featured. Trimming was an easy way for Thomson to respond promptly to the latest
trend.

The batswing was prominently advertised in the EDM over the next four years,
and Silkworm gave it plenty of enthusiastic copy about twice a year. In October
1869 she reports that the batswing cloth has been made finer and still lighter, and
that ‘the qualities of the batswing petticoats are their extreme lightness, their
warmth, their great durability, and last, but not least, their elegance and beauty’.34
The artistic effects that could be created by colour and trimming are a particular
focus. Scarlet batswings are recommended for cold days, rich royal blue for
the prettiest contrast with the snow. In December 1871 Silkworm reports
that the trimmings have been designed in Paris. Her description of the ‘Oriental’
trimming in October 1872 is characteristic hyperbole:
Artistic outlines of black velvet frame pines, ovals, triangles, and other forms in brocaded
silk, in rich gold, scarlet, and black. It is not possible to describe in words the effect of this
rich trimming, but if one recalls the glories of Indian shawls, taken reverently out from
sandal-smelling cases, a slight idea of the effect of the Oriental jupon will be obtained.
Imagine the skirt daintily raised over such a petticoat!35

‘What a treat it was to one who considers      ’, comments
Silkworm of this visit to see the full range. Thomson’s launch of the batswing in
1868 can be interpreted as part of the nascent Arts and Crafts movement. At this
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date, Arthur Lasenby Liberty was running his Oriental Bazaar at Farmer and
Rogers’ Great Shawl and Cloak Emporium on Regent Street, prior to opening his
own shop in 1875. Shawls were popular throughout the crinoline years, and the
opening up of Japanese society after two centuries encouraged a taste for exotic
designs and fabrics from various cultures.36 Liberty and Thomson both appear
to have sought out innovative materials that would balance the aesthetic and the
functional — Thomson claims this for the batswing in his advertisement of late
1869 (Fig. 2).

I speculate that Thomson used materials for his batswing that had been
originally procured to make cage crinolines — with mixed results. For example,
Silkworm effuses about the batswing trimmings in March 1869:

The effect of the new trimming is capital; it has the exact appearance of a plain or shaded
satin ribbon laid on the skirts, neither sewn nor stitched nor run on; it is not woven in, but
appears to keep its place by ‘uncanny’ help. It is so firm that it cannot be removed by fair
means.37

She reports a modification, however, in December 1870:
These new skirts are a great improvement upon those of last year, the new trimming
being applied and embroidered on, so that there is not the slightest chance of the trimming
coming off, even if the wearer sits, feet on fender-stool, ‘hugging’ the fire, as many ladies do,
to the detriment of their health and dresses.38

F. 2. Advertisement for the batswing in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, vol. 7,
no. 116 (December 1869)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=383&h=248
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Perhaps Thomson had been using the same adhesive that had held its crinolines
together so firmly (coating the steels with fabric, for example). If so, this adhesive,
intended for wear under layers of fabric, evidently could not survive exposure
to a fire. It is striking that Silkworm blames the wearer rather than Thomson —
another example of questionable independence of the magazine from the
manufacturer.

The name batswing had a contemporary significance, as it was given to a
gas-burner with a flame shaped like a bat’s wing. It also relates to a crinoline
launched earlier in 1868, the Zephyrina, or Winged Jupon, presented as a ‘new
safety crinoline’, with a gap at the front hem, and the ends of the lower hoops
connected in two curves rather like wings.39 Zephyr means west wind, but it also
means ‘a thin light worsted or woollen yarn; a shawl, jersey or other garment made
of such’.40 Perhaps the name was chosen to prepare the minds of customers for
the batswing. A lighter ‘Spring Batswing’ or ‘Zephyr’ appeared the following
year (see Fig. 3).41 Complete costumes of batswing fabric were introduced,
consisting of petticoat, short skirt with looped sash, and mantle. Thomson also
diversified into readymade costumes of fine opaque silk or of chambray, mostly in
neutral shades.42 The ‘Satinpiper’ mentioned in Figure 3 might be the chambray
petticoat, trimmed with narrow satin bands, recommended by Silkworm in March
1869.

The bustle (more frequently called the tournure in the EDM around this
date) makes an appearance. First used to complement the narrowing crinoline in
elaborate outfits, by 1870 it was widely used for both walking dresses and trained
ones.43 Crinolines were presented as an integral, indispensable part of a complete
range. The clever thing about the batswing was that it was a new product but kept
the concealed crinoline in use. The editorial copy in the EDM tended
to help this along, mentioning the crinoline almost as a casual afterthought. In
November 1868 Silkworm recommends a ‘new resilient crinoline’ for wear under
the batswing: ‘It is small at the edge, while hanging well off the hips, where
increased size is required by the prevailing mode.’44 Thomson’s Empress New
Resilient matches this description and featured in the range for some years.45
In March 1869, Silkworm describes some of Thomson’s readymade range, and

F. 3. Advertisement in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, vol. 6,
no. 108 (April 1869)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-003.jpg&w=328&h=109
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continues: ‘After looking at these pretty skirts and dresses I enquired for the new
crinoline — the “Elite Skirt.” This skirt is entirely original.’46 Her description
of the batswing the following October ends with, ‘The question occurs over
what crinoline should these charming jupons be worn?’. An elliptical skirt is
recommended, and a Patent Elliptic was being advertised around this time.47
Silkworm uses the term that Thomson was applying to its latest style, even when
the product was not named directly. Two Patent Elliptic crinolines were shown
just below the batswing of Figure 2 in the same advertisement, literally and
visually in a supporting role. These simple drawings with text constitute the most
typical style of Thomson advertisement. In addition, a riddle format appeared
several times in the EDM during 1869–70, where printed on the green magazine
cover was the silhouette of a bat (see Fig. 4). It stimulates the imagination around
a mere woollen skirt, helping create associations of softness, lightness and
originality.

A suggestion of the interdependence of the batswing and the crinoline is
maintained by the pattern of Thomson’s advertising in 1870 and 1871: a picture
of a single crinoline in the spring, and of a single batswing in the autumn.
(Corsets are mentioned in each advertisement but not illustrated.) An impression
of confidence and leadership is created with the uncluttered drawing of the panier
crinoline in the spring of 1870 (Fig. 5). The autumn 1870 batswing (Fig. 6)
is shown with greater fullness gathered into the waist, compared to Figure 2,
possibly to assure the reader that it would accommodate a variety of tournures.48
It retains this shape in subsequent illustrations.

The spring 1871 crinoline is the ‘new duplex’ which combined tournure and
jupon.49 The duplex is described as light and practical: ‘the lower skirt prevents
that close clinging of the skirt which is so ugly and uncomfortable.’50 Some
models had detachable tournures. The batswing advertised in autumn 1871 is
unchanged except for the trimming.51

In spring 1872 the pattern is broken, with six different crinolines or crinolettes
illustrated, and also a corset and a busk (Fig. 7).52 Faltering fashion leadership can
be read into this visual proliferation, even though (with the Globe reference
to crinolines) Thomson claims to be making deliberate progress away from
the garment that it had itself produced in thousands, if not millions. The

F. 4. An attractive and striking advertisement in The Englishwoman’s
Domestic Magazine, vol. 7, no. 116 (December 1869)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-004.jpg&w=328&h=107
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F. 5. A narrow crinoline in an unusually uncluttered advertisement, in The
Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, vol. 8, no. 119 (March 1870)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-005.jpg&w=374&h=521
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F. 6. Advertisement for the batswing in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, vol. 9,
no. 126 (October 1870)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-006.jpg&w=381&h=521
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advertisement of September 1872 has the usual single illustration of a batswing, but
also mentions a cheaper version, with seams, which indicates some anxiety about
being undercut by competitors.53 Readers are warned to avoid imitations of these
pure wool products, of which Thomson is the sole manufacturer: ‘The admixture of
cotton in the imitation articles can easily be detected.’54

Figure 8 shows an unusual advertisement, a full-page spread which appeared
in the EDM in October 1872. It helps the reader to identify with the shoppers
by giving us the same view into a shop window. The dominant image is the
three ladies, not the products, which await selection by the consumer. This sets
a much less didactic tone than usual. Here, the batswing is being examined by
a woman out alone, whose hair is dressed high in the new style of that autumn.55
The batswing becomes a modern, independent and thoughtful choice by associa-
tion. The pair of ladies appear to be discussing the crinolines and the corsets,
front feet visible in purposeful step. The leader’s hands are gesturing, guiding,
selecting. The ease with which these women exert their spending power is
neatly symbolised in the jaunty dog carrying the handbag. The male shopkeeper/
manufacturer/inventor offering the unbreakable busk is arguably reduced to
subservience by the fact that only his hands are shown.56 I speculate that with this
advertisement Thomson is seeking to flatter the female consumer, to make her
feel confident about wielding her own taste in the face of fragmenting
fashions.

In December 1872, Silkworm reiterates Thomson’s warning against the
imitation batswings produced by English as well as German and American
manufacturers:
The endeavour to deceive is carried to a great length, as will be seen by the placards
B P, in similar letters as shown on Messrs. Thomson’s B
P show-cards.57

Following this striking advertisement, and these ominous words, the batswing
vanishes. I could find no further trace of it in the EDM, up to and including the
December 1874 issue, by which time the display of underskirts had been deemed
out of fashion.58 Of course Thomson may have simply decided to advertise
the batswing elsewhere, but dropping it even from the small print of EDM
advertisements would not seem to be its usual style. The most obvious explanation
for the batswing’s abrupt disappearance is that Thomson decided to stop producing
it. As for keeping warm, batswings are no longer mentioned; instead, ‘We have got
through the winter [1873–74] by the aid of quilted petticoats and a tournure of
eider-down or of steel’59.

Thomson did not repeat the shop window advertisement in the EDM, even
though the window could have been ‘restocked’ each season. During 1873 and
1874, Thomson changed its logo at least three times, veering from sans serif to
highly ornamented lettering (Fig. 9), which suggests a certain anxiety about its
identity.60 Its advertisements were rather conventional ones, with seven or eight
drawings of different products, and a claim that the glove-fitting corsets were ‘now
in world-wide demand’.61

Although crinolines lingered on in Thomson’s advertisements, in November 1872
the EDM announced that ‘the actual crinoline is now given up or nearly
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F. 7. Advertisement in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine, vol. 12, no. 144
(April 1872)
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so’, sometimes replaced with long horsehair bustles with several flutings worn
to support the complex arrangements at the back of the skirt.62 Crinoline is again
dismissed the following February — along with the panier ‘full round skirts, looped
up on either side a la Louis Quinze’, which had previously heralded the production
of the batswing underskirt.63 Yet Silkworm was still promoting Thomson’s
products. In October 1873, she urges readers — even ‘those who utterly reject
all semblance of crinoline’ — to wear the Bijou Princess crinolette.64 She provides
a rare illustration within the article, and also recommends Thomson’s corsets.
Six months later, she illustrates three of Thomson’s bustles.65 Bustles were
shrinking during 1874, and Silkworm makes a very early mention of the S bend ‘line
of beauty’.66 Over the next ten years, the narrow silhouette was to reappear for
the first time in sixty years, before the bustle returned in the mid-1880s. The cage
crinoline has never returned to everyday mainstream use.

My gleanings of the product and marketing strategy of W. S. Thomson’s
company between 1867 and 1874 may be read as a response to the decline of
crinoline, as follows. The batswing underskirt was expressly designed to require a
crinoline beneath it, and a newly narrowed one at that, in order to protect the
existing revenue stream of crinoline sales. The practical benefits of crinolines were
emphasised in the advertising, while the fashion focus was shifted elsewhere.
Thomson diversified into other readymade clothing, and exploited customer
uncertainty about fashion by offering customisable products (tournures, batswings,

F. 8. The last advertisement for the batswing to appear in The Englishwoman’s Domestic
Magazine, vol. 12, no. 150 (October 1872)

http://www.maneyonline.com/action/showImage?doi=10.1179/17496300782345&iName=master.img-008.jpg&w=340&h=246
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crinolines). The ever-popular corset remained in the range. Thomson continued
to emphasise innovation in the material and construction of all its garments. The
company appears to have been keen to avoid an outdated image, regularly refresh-
ing advertisements with new logos and layouts. It ensured that its products
were frequently mentioned in magazine articles, and it discontinued products when
appropriate.

W. S. Thomson’s company survived the decline of crinoline, and indeed the
decline of the EDM. It was still advertising its corsets in the 1890s.67 How far the
company survived into the twentieth century is just one of many questions to be
addressed by further research.
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